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Introduction
Why does Seqwater undertake water supply modelling?
To answer the same fundamental questions that all water utilities ask:
• How do we most effectively operate our water supply system?
• Does our system perform adequately now and in the future?
• How much money are we going to need to spend on new or replacement
infrastructure?
• How do I explain to non-technical stakeholders that what they are suggesting is
not a good idea?
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Introduction
• As the bulk water supplier, Seqwater does planning for catchments,
sources, treatment plants and bulk transfer network
• Majority of the SEQ water supply system is a grid – connecting multiple
sources and treatment plants via the treated water network
• The SEQ water supply system is unusual – and we use some bespoke
tools and processes to plan for it
• Not much knowledge of those tools and processes outside of Seqwater
• Requires significant investment of time to train any new recruits or
consultants
• We are on a journey – still learning and improving. More challenges to
overcome.
• Potential to need new modelling tools and processes over time
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Presentation content
•
•
•
•
•

Overview of the Water Grid and how it works
Challenges of modelling the Water Grid
Introduction to Seqwater’s modelling process
Description of the models Seqwater uses and what they do
Challenges for the future
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Overview of the Grid - simplified
• Treated water grid system
• 14 surface water storages, 11
WTPs, Western Corridor
Recycled Water Scheme and
bulk supply pipelines
• 1 State bulk water provider
(Seqwater) and 5 Council
owned retail Water Service
Providers
• Previously the systems were
separate, Council owned

What the Grid really looks like

You are here
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Separate systems
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consumer
demand

Treatment capacity a
function of peak demand.
Must be high reliability

Simple supply-demand balance
Network capacity a function of
peak demand. Reliability and
resilience can be balanced

Source yield a function of
rainfall, catchment and storage

Treated water grid system
Low cost source/
treatment –
supply more
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When there is plenty of water
- balance supply and demand
to minimise operating cost
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High cost source/
treatment – supply
less

$$

$$$

Treated water grid system
When source water is limited –
reduce usage of that source by
transferring water from others

Spare source and transfer
capacity does not necessarily
provide full redundancy

Treated water grid system
Nothing is 100% reliable – the
grid provides resilience to outages
– but how much is enough?

Planning for the Grid
• It is no longer a simple supply-demand balance
• There are many ways the grid can be operated
• Operation and capacity/ capability need to be
planned for together
• The performance of the different system
components are assessed over different time
scales and are dominated by different influences
• Even though it’s all one system, can’t simulate
everything in one model

System performance influences
Catchment and source
• Climate dependent inflows, evaporation and losses
• Demand variation seasonally and varied by demand management
• Large volumes over long time periods – months to years time scale
Water treatment plants
• Less influenced by climate, as long as water is available

• Network storage buffers out instantaneous demand variation
• Days to months time scale
Network
• Availability of water controlled by treatment plant
• Spatial and temporal distribution of demand is important – hydraulics
• Seconds to days time scale
Treatment

Catchment and source

Network
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Water Grid system performance models
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It’s not really that simple – this is more realistic
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Regional Stochastic Model (RSM)
• Uses the WATHNET software produced by
University of Newcastle – simulation model
based on network linear programming
• Includes all Grid sources, WTPs and
simplified representation of the network
• Water balance model – not hydraulic

• Was originally produced for the Queensland
Water Commission (QWC), now owned by
QLD State Government (Deparment of
Environment and Science)
• Primary model for simulating performance
of the surface water sources
• Dominated by climate, hydrology and
demand but also grid interactions
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Hydrology – going from isolated to interconnected
Challenges:
• Hydrology varies spatially – Gold Coast to Wivenhoe to Sunshine Coast
• Climate data limited to one series – 1890 to 2011
• Grid interconnectivity changes performance of individual systems
• Decisions regarding how much water to take from where – depends on
relativities between storages and grid operation
• Large number of individual elements and processes. Eg pipelines, manufactured
water, irrigators, dams, evaporation, losses, drought response, operating rules
• Limitless permutations and combinations spatially and temporally
• Bewildering level of complexity – high computational intensity – massive volume
of output data to be interpreted
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WATHNET
• Simplified representation of the system connectivity, capacity and constraints
• Replicates subsystem hydrology using simplified representation of IQQM outputs
• Network linear programming for volume assignments (how much to take from
where) – optimises according to user defined objectives. First objective is meet
demand.
• Rule specification – transfers, demand management, manufactured water
operation etc
• Stochastic climate data - thousands of climate sequences generated from
historical data to represent its full distribution and possible variability
• Monthly time step
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Regional Stochastic Model (RSM)
• Primary tool for assessing water security (having enough source water through a
range of climatic conditions)
• Mostly used for:
– Quantifying performance of the Grid against the regulated water security
Levels of Service (LOS) Objectives
– Assessing possible impacts of drought and relative benefit of potential
responses to drought
– Assessing relative water security impacts of operating changes and policy
decisions (eg dam lowering for maintenance or flood mitigation etc)
– Drought response and long term water security augmentation options
assessment

• Generates a lot of output data. Mainly presented as:
– User defined statistics on system performance such as LOS objectives
– Storage level exceedance curves for various probability levels
– Storage draw-down curves for individual inflow sequences
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Decision Support System (DSS)
• Uses a cloud-based Biarri mathematical optimisation engine with either webbased or MS Excel user interface
• Originally created for the Water Grid Manager for whole-of-system planning
• Includes all sources, WTPs and simplified representation of the network
• Uses only one inflow sequence for each surface water source (not stochastic)
• Water balance model – not hydraulic model
• Optimises for system operating cost within user defined constraints (system
capacity etc)
• Can input preferential costs to represent negative consequences (eg losing water
over the spillway, emptying a dam, preference for using one source over another)
• Used for medium term operating cost budget forecast and long term operational
planning
• Output is storage level, WTP production, pipeline flow and individual asset
operating cost timeseries data – monthly timestep
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Rapid Assessment Tool (RAT)
• Originally created by Linkwater as a quick water balance tool
• Includes all WTPs and simplified representation of network
• Performs supply – demand balance for an instant in time
• MS Excel based water balance model – not hydraulic
• Uses Solver to minimise operating cost within constraints (eg system capacity,
source availability, minimum productions and flows)
• Main output is a bulk water balance diagram – WTP production, pipeline flow,
demand for a given scenario
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Rapid Assessment Tool (RAT)
• Used for:
– Monthly Operating Supply Schedule
(MOSS) – short term operational
planning
– Generation of boundary conditions for
hydraulic model scenarios
– Visualisation of operating scenarios
(for communication)
– Long term planning for Grid treatment
capacity needs
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Hydraulic model (Infowater SA)
• Contains all Grid WTPs, Seqwater pipelines
and main trunk components of Water Service
Provider networks
• Need to model some way into the Water
Service Provider networks because of
hydraulic interactions and opportunities for
improvement both sides of the “imaginary
line”
• 11,274 nodes
• 286 tanks
• 292 pumps

• 391 valves
• 13,745 pipes (3,024 km)
• Diameters 100 – 2400 mm
• 1 day simulation in 29 seconds
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Hydraulic model (Infowater SA)
• Originally created in 2006 for QWC, then Linkwater
• Has had various updates but no rebuild (we are planning one in next few years)
• Only simulates relatively short time period with limited conditions – water balance
models needed to define which conditions to look at (eg specific drought
response scenarios, maintenance scenarios etc)
• Need to first use RAT do define bulk water balance boundary conditions

• Many controls to set up to create operating scenarios (time consuming)
• Mostly used for:
– Defining capacity constraints for water balance models
– Further investigation of water balance model outcomes
– Network infrastructure capacity planning
– Water age/ water quality investigations
– Some bespoke operational planning for incident management
– System resilience/ criticality assessment
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Challenges for the future
• Rebuild hydraulic model
• Streamline process for creating hydraulic model boundary conditions and setting
up controls for scenarios
• Interface with SCADA
• Modelling tools to go with performance standards and assessment approach for
system reliability and resilience

• Improved ability to interrogate specific timeseries events within the RSM output
• Short term operation will become more complex as spare capacity is eroded –
may need operational modelling tools
• There is some pressure on Water Supply Planning to proactively work through
more potential outcomes for drought and reliability/resilience - Would need more
streamlined process and tools to allow as much automation as possible
• Improved communication of drought risks and response justification – not
necessarily just a modelling issue
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Thank you
• Questions?
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